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DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING III SEMESTER EE6352-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INSTRUMENTATION UNIT I - D.C. MACHINES 1. 2.



PART A Define electric motor. The electric motor is a machine that converts electrical energy into mechanical energy or motion. Define electric generator. What is a prime mover? (May 2016) The electric generator is machine that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. The basic source of mechanical power which drives the armature of the generator is called prime mover.



3. What do you mean by residual flux in D.C. Generator? The magnetic flux retained in the poles of the machine even without field supply is called the residual flux. 4. State the principle of working of D.C. motor. (Nov 2016) An electric motor is a machine which converts electrical energy into mechanical energy. Its action is based on principle that when a current carrying conductor is placed in a magnetic field it experiences a mechanical force whose direction is given by Fleming’s left hand rule. 5. How are DC Machines classified? (Nov/Dec 2015) D.C Generators 1. Separately excited machine.2. Self excited machine. 1.shunt generator 2.series generator 3.compond generator D.C Motors 1.Shunt 2.Series 3.compond 6. What are the losses of a shunt machine assumed as constant? Core losses, mechanical losses and shunt field copper loss assumed as constant in shunt machine. 7. What is the condition for maximum efficiency of a D.C. machine? Efficiency of a D.C. machine will be maximum when variable losses are equal to constant losses. 8. What are the applications of D.C Series generator? These are used for series arc lighting, series incandescent lighting and as a series booster for increasing the voltage in D.C. transmission lines. 9. What is the use of shunt generator? Shunt wound generator with field regulations are used for light and power supply purposes. These are also used for charging of batteries on account of its constant terminal voltage. 10. What causes sparking at the brushes? It is either due to self-induction of the coil undergoing commutation or due to improper pressing of brush over the commutator surface. 11. Explain how you would reverse the direction of rotation of a D.C shunt motor. The direction of rotation of a D.C. shunt motor can be reversed either by changing the direction of field current or armature current. 12. How can the speed of a D.C shunt motor be controlled? By varying the field current as well as armature voltage speed can controlled.
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13. What will be the effect of adding resistance in the field circuit of a D.C shunt motor? When the motor is running on no-load, the speed will increase, if additional resistance is connected in the field circuit. But the speed will decrease if it runs with load as torque produced decreases. 14. What do you mean by “commutation’ and commutation period? The process by which current in the short circuited coil is reversed while it crosses the magnetic neutral axis is called “commutation”. The brief period during which coil remains short circuited is known as commutation period. 15. What happens when a D.C. Shunt motor is directly connected to the supply mains? When the motor is at rest, there is no back EMF developed in the armature. If now full supply voltage is applied across the stationary armature, it will draw a very large current because armature resistance is very small ( I = V/R ) this excessive current will blow out the fuses and prior to that, it will damage the commutator, brushes etc., 16. What is the function of carbon brushes used in DC generator? The function of carbon brushes is to collect current from the commutator and supply to external load circuit and to load. 17. A 200 V DC Motor has an =0.06Ω and =0.04Ω.If the motor input is 20KW find the back emf of the motor and power developed in the armature.(Apr/May 2015) I=



=100 A ; V=



+



+



Back emf=190 V; Power developed= * =19KW 18. Define Back emf of DC motor and expression for speed ? (Nov/Dec 2015) The emf induced in the armature of motor usually opposes the applied voltage. This induced emf is called as back emf or counter emf. (Lenz’s law) - It acts as a governor (ie., self regulating). N=



=



V=Voltage ;



= Armature Current ;



= Armature Resistance



19.An 8 pole wave connected armature has 600 conductors and is driven at 625 rev/min. If the flux per pole is 20 mWb, Determine the generated emf. (Nov/Dec 2013)



Here A=2 Eg = (0.02*600*625*8)/120 Eg= 500V 20. A DC motor operates from a 240V supply. The armature resistance is 0.2Ω. Determine the back emf when the armature current is 50A. ( Nov/Dec 2013) V= Eb+ IaRa Eb = 240- (50*0.2) Eb = 230 V 21. What is the significance of back emf? (Apr/May 2013) If the back emf is zero, a high armature current flow which damages the windings. So in order to limit the armature current back emf is necessary for the machine.
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22. Write down the application of D.C series motor. (Apr/May 2013) Electric Trains, Cranes, hoists, elevators and conveyors, Fans and air compressors hair driers,Vacuum cleaners, Sewing machines, Traction drives, Trolley 23. Draw the open circuit characteristics of D.C. Generators. (Nov/Dec 2014)



24. List the types of D.C. motors. Give any one difference between them. (Nov/Dec 2014) The various types of DC motors are shunt motor, series motor and compound motor. The compound motor are further classified as short shunt compound motor and long shunt compound motor. In Shunt motor, the field winding is connected parallel to the armature winding whereas in case of series motor, the field winding is connected in series to the armature winding. In Long shunt compound motor, the shunt field winding is connected across the combination of armature and series field winding and in case of short shunt compound motor, the shunt field is connected purely in parallel with armature and the series field is connected in series with the combination of armature and shunt field winding. 25.Mention the advantage of star and delta systems.(Apr/May 2015) Star connected alternator requires less no of turns. For the same line voltage star connected system requires less insulation. In star the neutral can be earthed which permits the use of protective devices. Delta offers the flexibility to add or remove the loads. 26. Why is the starting current very high in a dc motor? (May 2016) A rotating d.c. motor generates a back-emf which opposes the supply voltage and reduces the current drawn by the motor. When the motor is stationary, it cannot generate this back emf and, so, the only opposition to current is the resistance as the machine starts to run, the resulting back emf, acts to reduce the current. The starting current is high because when the motor is not rotating no back-emf is generated, leaving the starting current to be determined by the armature resistance should be low.
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Part-B 1. With a neat diagram explain the construction of a D.CMachine. The major parts can be identified as, • Magnetic Frame orYoke • Armaturewindings/conductor • Pole core and Poleshoe • Commutator • Pole coil/fieldcoil • Brushes andbearings • Armaturecore



Figure : Overview Yoke: • Purpose – Provides mechanical support for thepoles – Acts as a protective covering for the wholemachine – Carries magnetic flux produced bypoles • Made of – Cast iron in smallgenerators – Cast steel/rolled steel in largegenerators



Pole Core & Pole shoe
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•



Purpose of Poleshoe  spread out the flux in theairgap  they support the fieldcoils  reduce the reluctance of the magneticpath • Two main types of poleconstruction  Pole core is a solid core &pole shoe will belaminated – Made of cast iron/caststeel  Pole core &Pole shoe both areLaminated – Made of annealedsteel Pole Coil The field coils or pole coils made up of copper are former wound for correct dimension. Then the former is removed and wound coil is put into place over the core. When dc supply is given to the field coils, it will magnetize the core and produces the flux.



Armature Core • Purpose – houses the armatureconductors – provide a path of very low reluctance to theflux • Cylindrical/drumshaped • Built of steeldiscs • Laminations 0.5 mmthick • Laminated to reduce eddy currentloss • Air ducts forcooling • Keyways to make the laminations self-locking in position Up to armature diameters of about 1m, the circular stampings are cut out in one piece. But above this size are cut in a number of suitable sections of segments which form part of complete ring.
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Complete circular laminations are made up of four or six or eight segmental laminations. Usually two keyways are notched in each segment and are dove tailed or wedge shaped.



Armature windings The armature windings are made up of copper and are of lap wound or wave wound. The conductors are insulated and the conductors are placed on armature slots which are lined with tough insulation. Commutator • Function ofcommutator – Collection of current from the armatureconductors – Converts ac in armature conductors into unidirectional current in the external loadcircuit • No. of segments= no. of armatureconductors • Segment connected to conductor by Culug/riser • To prevent lug from flying out, segments have Vgrooves



Brushes • Function ofBrush – Collect current fromcommutator • made of carbon orgraphite
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• • • •



Rectangularshape Brushes housed on brush holders mounted onspindle Brushes are made to bear on commutator by aspring Pigtail conveys current from brush toholder



Bearings • With smallmachine,  Roller bearings are used on bothsides • With largermachines,  roller bearing for drivingside  ball bearing for non-drivingend 2. Explain the working principle of DC generator with neatsketches.



Working
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3. Deduce the emf equation of dc machine.(DEC 2011) EMF Equation of a DCGenerator Let Ф - flux per pole in weber N - Armature rotation in r.p.m Z - Total no. of conductors =No. of slots x No. of conductors/slot P - No. of poles A - No. of parallel paths E – emf induced in any parallel path=Eg Generated emf/conductor =dФ/dt Flux cut/conductor in one revolution dФ=ФP Wb No. of revolution in one second= N/60 Time for one revolution=60/N second Emf generated/conductor = (ФP N)/60 ForWavewinding



A=2



No. of conductors in one path=Z/2 Emf ForLapwinding



A=P
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No. of conductors in one path=Z/P Emfgenerated/p ath=



Ing Eg =



eneral, 4. Explain the various characteristics of self-excited dcgenerators. CHARACTERISTICS OF DCGENERATORS • Open Circuit Characteristics(OCC)/No-load / magnetization characteristics [E0 / If] • Internal Characteristics [Ea /Ia] • External Characteristics [V / I] Characteristics of self-excited dcgenerator: OCC (IfvsE0) The emf equation of dc generator is given by Eg= Eg =KφN φ αIf From the equation, if field current increases, flux increases linearly till M as shown in figure. When If =0, there is some amount of flux present in the field poles. It is called the residual flux and the voltage due to that flux is the residual voltage. If field current is increased beyond M the curve becomes saturated.
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Critical field resistance (Rc) The field resistance above which the generator fails to build up its voltage



OA-residual Magnetism Critical speed: (Nc) The minimum speed below which the generator fails to build up its voltage.



Conditions of building up of voltage in a generator • Residual magnetism must bepresent • Field current must strengthen the residualmagnetism • RfNc Shunt Generator Internal Characteristics (EgVsIa) When the generator is loaded, flux per pole is reduced due to armature reaction. Therefore, e.m.f. E generated on load is less than the e.m.f. generated at no load. As a result, the internal characteristic (E/Ia) drops down slightly as shown in Figure. External characteristic (V Vs IL) Curve 2 shows the external characteristic of a shunt generator. It gives the relation between terminal voltage V and load current IL. V = E - IaRa = E - (IL + Ish) R Therefore, external characteristic curve will lie below the internal characteristic curve by an amount equal to drop in the armature circuit [i.e., (IL + Ish)Ra] as shown in Figure.
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Series Generator Figure shows the connections of a series wound generator. Since there is only one current (that which flows through the whole machine), the load current is the same as the exciting current.



Internal characteristics Curve 2 shows the total or internal characteristic of a series generator. It gives the relation between the generated e.m.f. E. on load and armature current. Due to armature reaction, the flux in the machine will be less than the flux at no load. Hence, e.m.f. E generated under load conditions will be less than the e.m.f. E0 generated under no load conditions. Consequently, internal characteristic curve. Internal characteristics lies below the O.C.C. curve; the difference between them representing the effect of armature reaction. External characteristic Curve 3 shows the external characteristic of a series generator. It gives the relation between terminal voltage and load current IL. V  E IaRaRse Therefore, external characteristic curve will lie below internal characteristic curve by an amount equal to ohmic drop [i.e., Ia(Ra + Rse)] in the machine as shown in Figure. Compound Generator In a compound generator, both series and shunt excitation are combined as shown in Figure The shunt winding can be connected either across the armature only (shortshunt connection S) or across armature plus series field (long-shunt connection G). The compound generator can be cumulatively compounded or differentially compounded generator. The latter is rarely used in practice. Therefore, we shall discuss the
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characteristics of cumulatively compounded generator. It may be noted that external characteristics of long and short shunt compound generators are almost identical. External characteristic Figure shows the external characteristics of a cumulatively compounded generator. The series excitation aids the shunt excitation. The degree of compounding depends upon the increase in series excitation with the increase in load current.



(i) If series winding turns are so adjusted that with the increase in load current the terminal voltage increases, it is called over-compounded generator. In such a case, as the load current increases, the series field m.m.f. increases and tends to increase the flux and hence the generated voltage. The increase in generated voltage is greater than the IaRa drop so that instead of decreasing, the terminal voltage increases as shown by curveA (ii) If series winding turns are so adjusted that with the increase in load current, the terminal voltage substantially remains constant, it is called flat-compounded generator. The series winding of such a machine has lesser number of turns than the one inover-compounded machine and, therefore, does not increase the flux as much for a given load current. Consequently, the full-load voltage is nearly equal to the no-load voltage as indicated by curveB (iii) If series field winding has lesser number of turns than for a flat compounded machine, the terminal voltage falls with increase in load current as indicated by curve C. Such a machine is called under-compoundedgenerator. 5. Explain the principle of operation of D.Cmotor.
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6. Deduce the expression for torque developed in a D.C. Motor. What is back emf and state itsimportance. Torque:



Armature Torque:
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Shaft Torque:



Significance of back emf:



7. What are the factors that affect the speed of a D.C. motor and hence suggest various methods of speed control of dc shunt motor and compare their merits anddemerits? Factors controlling motor speed:
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Methods of speed control: 1. Variation of flux controlmethod 2. Armature ControlMethod 3. Voltage Control Method Variation of flux or flux controlmethod:



Armature Control Method:



Voltage Control method: i) Multiple VoltageControl:



ii) Ward-LeonardSystem:
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8. Explain the characteristics of DC shunt motor and from the nature of the curve explain the applications of DC shuntmotor. Characteristics of DC shunt motor:
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Applications:



9. Explain the characteristics of DC series motor and from the nature of the curve explain the application DC series motor. (DEC2011) Characteristics of DC series motor:
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Applications:



10. Explain in detail about the ward-Leonard system of speed control of DC motor.(8)
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UNIT-II – TRANSFORMER PART-A 1. Mention the difference between core and shell type transformer. (A/M 15) In core type the winding surround the core considerably and in shell type the core surround the windings i.e windings is placed in central limb of the core. 2. List the various losses in a Transformer and state the Condition for Maximumefficiency. (N/D16) Losses: i. Core loss ii. Copper loss Condition for maximum efficiency: Iron loss = copper loss 3. Draw the phasor diagram of a transformer in no load. ( N/D14) (M/J16)



4. Write the emf equation of a transformer. (M/J 16) E=4.44 m f N (volts), where m = maximum value of flux (Wb), f = frequency (Hz), N = number of turns 5. Define - Regulation and Efficiency of the Transformer. (N/D14) (N/D16) Regulation: The change is secondary terminal voltage from no load condition to full load condition expressed as a percentage of no load or full load voltage is termed asvoltage regulation Efficiency: The efficiency is defined as the ratio of output power in watts to the input power in watts 6. Give the principle behind the autotransformer. (N/D15) Auto transformer is a transformer with one winding only part of this being common to both primary and secondary. In this transformer the primary and secondary are not electrically isolated from each other in the case of 2- winding transformer. Becauseof one winding, it uses less copper and hence is cheaper. 7. What is a step down transformer? ( A/M13) If the no. of turns in secondary is lesser than no. of turns in the primary winding of the transformer, then it is called as step down transformer 8. Draw the complete equivalent circuit diagram of aideal transformer. (A/M 13,N/D 15)
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9. What is an ideal transformer and how does it differ from a practical transformer? (A/M 15) An ideal transformer is an imaginary transformer which does not have any losses and has 100% efficiency. A practical transformer is one which do have some ohmic loss in the winding and the core and copper loss with efficiency less than ideal transformer.
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UNIT 2 – TRANSFORMERS 1.Describe the Constructional details of a single phase transformer. (Apr/ May 2013) 2.Explain the Principle of working of a single phase transformer. ( Apr/May 2013)



3.Explain in detail construction and working principle of transformer.



An A.C. device used to change high voltage low current A.C. into low voltage high current A.C. and vice-versa without changing the frequency In brief, Transfers electric power from one circuit toanother It does so without a change of frequency It accomplishes this by electromagneticinduction Where the two electric circuits are in mutual inductive influence of eachother. It is basedon principle of MUTUAL INDUCTION. According to which an e.m.f. is induced in a coil when current in theneighboring coil changes
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Constructional detail :Shell type



   



Windings are wrapped around the center leg of a laminatedcore. The HV and LV windings are split into no. ofsections Where HV winding lies between twoLV windings In sandwichcoils leakage can be controlled
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Core type: Windings are wrapped around two sides of a laminatedsquare core
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4. Derive the emf equation of transformer 5. Derive the EMF equation of a single-phase transformer. ( Nov/Dec 2014) 6. Derive the equation of a transformer (Nov/Dec2015)
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7. Draw the phasor diagram of transformer with and without load. 8. With a neat phasor diagram, explain about the single phase Transformer under load & no load condition. (Nov/Dec2015) (Nov 2016)



Phasor diagram: Transformer on No- load
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Transformer on load assuming no voltage drop in the winding



Fig shows the Phasor diagram of a transformer on load by assuming



1. 2.



No voltage drop in thewinding Equal no. of primary and secondaryturns



Transformer on load



Fig. a: Ideal transformer on load Fig. b: Main flux and leakage flux in a transformer
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Phasor diagram of transformer with UPF load



Phasor diagram of transformer with lagging p.f load
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Phasor diagram of transformer with leading p.f load
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9. Develop the equivalent circuit of a single phase transformer starting from first principle. (N/D-14, A/M-15) 10. Develop the equivalent circuit of a single phase transformer starting from first principle. (N/D-14, A/M-15)



No load equivalent circuit:



Equivalent circuit parameters referred to primary and secondary sides respectively
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•



The effect of circuit parameters shouldn’t be changedwhile transferring the parameters from one side to anotherside



•



It can be proved that a resistance of R2 in sec. is equivalent 2 toR2/k willbedenotedasR2’(ie.Equivalentsec.resistance w.r.tprimary) which would have caused the same loss as R2 in secondary,



Transferring secondary parameters to primary side
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Equivalent circuit referred to secondary side • Transferring primary side parameters to secondaryside



Similarly exciting circuit parameters are also transferred to secondary as Ro’ andXo’



C.
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equivalent circuit w.r.t primary



where
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Approximate equivalent circuit



•



Since the noloadcurrent is 1% of the full load current, the noload circuit can beneglected
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11. Explain open circuit and short circuit test on a single phase transformer. Deduce its equivalent circuit (Nov 2016) 12. With a neat phasor diagram, explain about the single phase Transformer under load & no load condition. (N/D-15) (N/D 16)



Transformer Tests • The performance of a transformer can be calculated on the basis of equivalentcircuit • The four main parameters of equivalent circuitare:



- R01as referred to primary (or secondaryR02) - the equivalent leakage reactance X01as referred to primary (or secondaryX02) - MagnetisingsusceptanceB0( or reactanceX0) - core loss conductance G0(or resistanceR0) • The above constants can be easily determined by twotests



- Oper circuit test (O.C test / No loadtest) - Short circuit test (S.C test/Impedancetest) • These tests are economical andconvenient - these tests furnish the result without actually loading the transformer



Open-circuit Test In Open Circuit Test the transformer’s secondary winding is open-circuited, and its primary winding is connected to a full-rated line voltage.



R



0



I
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Short-circuit Test InShortCircuitTest thesecondaryterminalsareshortcircuited,andthe primary terminals are connected to a fairly low-voltage source The input voltage is adjusted until the current in the short circuitedwindings is equal to its rated value. The input voltage, current and power is measured. • Usually conducted on L.Vside •



Tofind



(i) Full load copper loss – to pre determinethe efficiency



(ii) Z01 or Z02; X01 or X02; R01 or R02 - to predetermine the voltageregulation
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Transformer Voltage Regulation and Efficiency Theoutputvoltageofatransformervarieswiththeload



eveniftheinput voltage remains constant. This is because a real transformer has series impedance within it. Full load Voltage Regulation is a quantity that compares the output voltage at no load with the output voltage at full load, defined by this equation:
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Ignoring the excitation of the branch (since the current flow through the branch is considered to be small), more consideration is given to the series impedances (Req +jXeq). Voltage Regulation depends on magnitude of the series impedance and the phase angle of the current flowing through thetransformer. Phasor diagrams will determine the effects of these factors on the voltage regulation. A phasor diagram consist of current and voltage vectors.



Assume that the reference phasor is the secondary voltage, VS. Therefore the reference phasor will have 0 degrees in terms of angle.
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13. Define Voltage regulation of a Transformer. Deduce the expression for Voltage regulation. (A/M-13)(M/J 16)



For lagging loads, VP / a > VS so the voltage regulation with lagging loads is > 0.



When the power factor is unity, VS is lower than VP so VR > 0.
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With a leading power factor, VSis higher than the referred VP so VR 


Transformer Efficiency Transformerefficiencyisdefinedas(appliestomotors,generatorsand
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14. Summarize the transformer losses and explain on how its efficiency is calculated. (Nov/Dec2015) 15. State the various losses in a Transformer .Define efficiency of a Transformer and hence deduce the Condition for Maximum efficiency.( Nov/Dec 2014) (May 2016)



Losses in a transformer Core or Iron loss:



Copper loss:
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Condition for maximum efficiency
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The load at which the two losses are equation
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UNIT-III INDUCTION MACHINES AND SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES PART-A 1. For domestic and commercial purposes which motor is best suited and why? (N/D 15) Squirrel cage motor is used because it has moderate starting torque and constant speed characteristic hence commonly used in domestic pump sets. 2. Write the principle of operation of 3 phase induction motor. ( N/D 14) A Rotating Magnetic field cuts past the conductors , as per lenz law the conductors have to run to reduce the relative speed between the conductors and field and runs always at a speed less than synchronous speed. 3. Name two types of alternators. ( N/D 14) i.Salient pole type ii.Smooth cylindrical type 4. Define the term voltage regulation of an alternator. (N/D 15) !"#$ % *100 &



%Regulation =



Where Eo = No load induced emf per phase, V = Phase value of rated voltage 5. Mention the characteristic features of synchronous motor. (A/M 15) Synchronous motor is called so because the speed of the rotor of this motor is same as the rotating magnetic field. It is basically a fixed speed motor because it has only one speed, which is synchronous speed and therefore no intermediate speed is there or in other words it’s in synchronism with the supply frequency. 6. Name the various methods of starting a Synchronous Motor . ( A/M 13 N/D 13) i. Using pony motors ii.Using damper winding iii.As a slip ring Induction motor iv.Using a small dc machine coupled to it. 7 . Define Slip of an induction motor. (A/ M13) (N/D16) (M/J16) The difference between the synchronous speed (rotating magnetic field) and the rotor speed is known as slip. It is expressed as '(#) *100 '(



%Slip(s)=



Where, Ns – speed of the rotating magnetic field & N – Motor speed. 8. Compare Slip ring and Squirrel cage Type Rotor.( A/M 15) Squirrel cage: Resistance Permanently Welded, less losses ,high efficiency Slip ring: Resistance can be added, high losses ,low efficiency 9. Calculate the pitch factor for the winding with 36 slots, 4 poles, coil span 1 to 8. (N/D16) Coil span = 20º Pitch factor = Cos (α/2) = Cos(20/2) = 0.9848 10. A 3 phase, 50Hz, 20 Poles salient pole alternator must be run at what speed if it has star connected stator winding? (M/J 16) F=(PN)/120 50= (20 * N)/120, N = 300rpm
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1. With the help of neat diagrams explain the construction and working of 3-phase induction motor. ( Nov/Dec 2014) (Nov/Dec 2015) (Nov 2016) (May 2016)
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2. Write down the principle of operation of alternators and their construction details. (May 2016)
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3. Drive the emf equation of an alternator. (May 2016 , Nov 2015)
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4. Explain in detail, voltage regulation of an alternator (April 2015, Dce 2014)
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5.Explain the method of starting of synchronous motor. (Apr/May 2015) (Nov 2016) 6.Explain the working principle of synchronous motor. (Nov 2016) (Nov/Dec 2014,Nov/Dec 2015,Apr/May 2015) (May 2016)
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7. Discuss the torque equation of synchronous motor. (Nov/Dec 2014)
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8. Explain in detail, V and inverted V curve of synchrounous motor.May2013, Nov 2014
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UNIT IV- BASICS OF MEASUREMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION PART A 1. Write the staticcharacteristics of measurement. (N/D 15) (N/D 13) Accuracy, precision, sensitivity, linearity, Repeatablity. 2. Define static error in measurements. ( N/D 14) Static error is defined as the difference between the measured value and the true value of the quantity under measurement. A = Am -At, Where, A - Absolute static error of quantity, At - true value of quantity, Am - Measured value of quantity. 3. What is a transducer? Give example.( N/D 14 M/J 13) Transducer is a device which converts the physical quantity into an electrical quantity. ex: Thermocouple - which converts the temperature into voltage. 4. What is an LVDT? What are the advantages of LVDT? (M/J 16 N/D 13) It is a three coil inductive transducer operated in the differential mode. It consists of a primary coil and two secondary coil windings on a cylindrical former. The primary coil is connected to an alternating source whereas the differential output is taken from the two secondary coils. Advantages: Wide range of linearity, Change of phase by 180 Deg When the core passes through the center position, Full-scale displacement is 0.1- 250mm, Sensitivity is 0.5- 2 mV. 5.A Thermistor has a resistance temperature coefficient β of -5%/ºC. If the resistance of the thermistor is 100Ω at º C ,What is the resistance at º C? (A/M 15) Temp difference=35-25=10 deg Decrease per degree=5% soOhmic Decrease 5*10=50 Ω Resistance at 35º C = 100-50=50Ω 6. What is a piezoelectric effect?(A/M 15)(N/D16) When a piezoelectric material is subjected to stress or force, it generates an electrical potential or voltage proportional to the magnitude of the force. This makes this type of transducer ideal as a converter of mechanical energy or force into electric potential. . 7.What is a Thermistor? Where do you deploy it. (N/D15) (M/J 13) Thermistor is a non metallic resistor used to measure the variation of temperature with lower power dissipation. Temperature sensing applications 8. Define accuracy and resolution of a measuring instrument.(N/D16) Accuracy of a measurement system is the degree of closeness of measurements of a quantity to that quantity's true value. Resolution is the ability of the measurement system to detect and faithfully indicate small changes in the characteristic of the measurement result. 9. How is the dynamic behavior of a measuring system determined? Name any common inputs to the system? (M/J 16) The dynamic characteristics of any measurement system are (i)Speed of response and Response time (ii)Lag (iii) Fidelity (iv) Dynamic error
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1.Explain about static and dynamic characteristics of measurement system N/D 13. STATIC & DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF MEASUREMENT SYSTEM The performance characteristics of an instrument are mainly divided into two categories: i) Static characteristics ii) Dynamic characteristics Static characteristics: The set of criteria defined for the instruments, which are used to measure the quantities which are slowly varying with time or mostly constant, i.e., do not vary with time, is called ‘static characteristics’. The various static characteristics are: i) Accuracy ii) Precision iii) Sensitivity iv) Linearity v) Reproducibility vi) Repeatability vii) Resolution viii) Threshold ix) Drift x) Stability xi) Tolerance xii) Range or span Accuracy: It is the degree of closeness with which the reading approaches the true value of the quantity to
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be measured. The accuracy can be expressed in following ways: a) Point accuracy: Such accuracy is specified at only one particular point of scale. It does not give any information about the accuracy at any other Point on the scale. b) Accuracy as percentage of scale span: When an instrument as uniform scale, its accuracy may be expressed in terms of scale range. c) Accuracy as percentage of true value: The best way to conceive the idea of accuracy is to specify it interms of the true value of the quantity being measured. Precision: It is the measure of reproducibility i.e., given a fixed value of a quantity, precision is a measure of the degree of agreement within a group of measurements. The precision is composed of two characteristics: a) Conformity: Consider a resistor having true value as 2385692 , which is being measured by an ohmmeter. But the reader can read consistently, a value as 2.4 M due to the nonavailability of proper scale. The error created due to the limitation of the scale reading is a precision error. b) Number of significant figures: The precision of the measurement is obtained from the number of significant figures, in which the reading is expressed. The significant figures convey the actual information about the magnitude & the measurement precision of the quantity. The precision can be mathematically expressed as:



Where, P = precision Xn = Value of nth measurement Xn = Average value the set of measurement values Sensitivity:
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The sensitivity denotes the smallest change in the measured variable to which the instrument responds. It is defined as the ratio of the changes in the output of an instrument to a change in the value of the quantity to be measured. Mathematically it is expressed as,



Thus, if the calibration curve is liner, as shown, the sensitivity of the instrument is the slope of the calibration curve. If the calibration curve is not linear as shown, then the sensitivity varies with the input. Inverse sensitivity or deflection factor is defined as the reciprocal of sensitivity. Inverse sensitivity or deflection factor = 1/ sensitivity
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Reproducibility: It is the degree of closeness with which a given value may be repeatedly measured. It is specified in terms of scale readings over a given period of time. Repeatability: It is defined as the variation of scale reading & random in nature Drift: Drift may be classified into three categories: a) zero drift: If the whole calibration gradually shifts due to slippage, permanent set, or due to undue warming up of electronic tube circuits, zero drift sets in.
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b) span drift or sensitivity drift If there is proportional change in the indication all along the upward scale, the drifts is called span drift or sensitivity drift. c) Zonal drift: In case the drift occurs only a portion of span of an instrument, it is called zonal drift. Resolution: If the input is slowly increased from some arbitrary input value, it will again be found that output does not change at all until a certain increment is exceeded. This increment is called resolution. Threshold: If the instrument input is increased very gradually from zero there will be some minimum value below which no output change can be detected. This minimum value defines the threshold of the instrument. Stability: It is the ability of an instrument to retain its performance throughout is specified operating life. Tolerance: The maximum allowable error in the measurement is specified in terms of some value which is
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called tolerance. Range or span: The minimum & maximum values of a quantity for which an instrument is designed to measure is called its range or span. DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS: The set of criteria defined for the instruments, which changes rapidly with time, is called ‘dynamic characteristics’. The various dynamic characteristics are: i) Speed of response ii) Measuring lag iii) Fidelity iv) Dynamic error Speed of response: It is defined as the rapidity with which a measurement system responds to changes in the measured quantity. Measuring lag: It is the retardation or delay in the response of a measurement system to changes in the measured quantity. The measuring lags are of two types: a) Retardation type: In this case the response of the measurement system begins immediately after the change in measured quantity has occurred. b) Time delay lag : In this case the response of the measurement system begins after a dead time after the application of the input. Fidelity: It is defined as the degree to which a measurement system indicates changes in the measured quantity without dynamic error. Dynamic error: It is the difference between the true value of the quantity changing with time & the value
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indicated by the measurement system if no static error is assumed. It is also called measurement error. 2.Explain in detail the different types of error in measurement system. [A/M-13] CLASSIFICATION OF ERRORS Errors will creep into all measurement regardless of the care which is exerted. But it is important for the person performing the experiment to take proper care so that the error can be minimized. Some of the errors are of random in nature, some will be due to gross blunder on the part of the experimenter and other will be due to the unknown reasons which are constant in nature.Thus, we see that there are different sources of errors and generally errors are classified mainly into three categories as follows: (a) Gross errors (b) Systematic errors (c) Random errors Gross Errors These errors are due to the gross blunder on the part of the experimenters or observers. These errors are caused by mistake in using instruments, recording data and calculating measurement results. For example: A person may read a pressure gage indicating1.01 N/m2 as 1.10 N/m2. Someone may have a bad habit of memorizing data at a time of reading and writing a number of data together at later time. This may cause error in the data. Errors may be made in calculating the final results. Another gross error arises when an experimenter makes use (by mistake) of an ordinary flow meter having poor sensitivity to measure low pressure in a system. Systematic Errors These are inherent errors of apparatus or method. These errors always give a constant deviation. On the basis of the sources of errors, systematic errors may be divided into following sub-categories : Constructional Error None of the apparatus can be constructed to satisfy all specifications completely. This is the reason of giving guarantee within a limit. Therefore, a manufacturers always mention the minimum possible errors in the construction of the instruments. Errors in Reading or Observation Following are some of the reasons of errors in results of the indicating instruments : (a) Construction of the Scale : There is a possibility of error due to the division of the scale not being uniform and clear. (b) Fitness and Straightness of the Pointer : If the pointer is not fine and straight, then it always gives the error in the reading. (c) Parallax : Without a mirror under the pointer there may be parallax error in reading. (d) Efficiency or Skillness of the Observer : Error in the reading is largely dependent upon the skillness of the observer by which reading is noted accurately. Determination Error It is due to the indefiniteness in final adjustment of measuring apparatus. For example, Maxwell Bridge method of measuring inductances, it is difficult to find the differences in sound of head phones for small change in resistance at the time of final adjustment. The error varies from person to person.
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Error due to Other Factors Temperature Variation Variation in temperature not only changes the values of the parameters but also brings changes in the reading of the instrument. For a consistent error, the temperature must be constant. Effect of the Time on Instruments There is a possibility of change in calibration error in the instrument with time. This may be called ageing of the instrument. Effect of External Electrostatic and Magnetic Fields These electrostatic and magnetic fields influence the readings of instruments. These effects can be minimized by proper shielding. Mechanical Error Friction between stationary and rotating parts and residual torsion in suspension wire cause errors in instruments. So, checking should be applied. Generally, these errors may be checked from time to time. Random Errors After corrections have been applied for all the parameters whose influences are known, there is left a residue of deviation. These are random error and their magnitudes are not constant. Persons performing the experiment have no control over the origin of these errors. These errors are due to so many reasons such as noise and fatigue in the working persons. These errors may be either positive or negative. To these errors the law of probability may be applied. Generally, these errors may be minimized by taking average of a large number of readings.



3.How the transducers are classified on its principle of operation? [A/M-14] TRANSDUCER CLASSIFICATION Some of the common methods of classifying transducers are given below. 



Based on their application.







Based on the method of converting the non-electric signal into electric signal.







Based on the output electrical quantity to be produced.







Based on the electrical phenomenon or parameter that may be changed due to the whole process. Some of the most commonly electrical quantities in a transducer are resistance, capacitance, voltage, current or inductance. Thus, during transduction, there may be changes in resistance, capacitance and induction, which in turn change the output voltage or current.







Based on whether the transducer is active or passive. TRANSDUCER APPLICATIONS The applications of transducers based on the electric parameter used and the principle involved is given below. 1. Passive Type Transducers
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a. Resistance Variation Type Resistance Strain Gauge – The change in value of resistance of metal semi-conductor due to elongation or compression is known by the measurement of torque, displacement or force. Resistance Thermometer – The change in resistance of metal wire due to the change in temperature known by the measurement of temperature. Resistance Hygrometer – The change in the resistance of conductive strip due to the change of moisture content is known by the value of its corresponding humidity.







Hot Wire Meter – The change in resistance of a heating element due to convection cooling of a flow of gas is known by its corresponding gas flow or pressure.







Photoconductive Cell – The change in resistance of a cell due to a corresponding change in light flux is known by its corresponding light intensity. Thermistor – The change in resistance of a semi-conductor that has a negative co-efficient of resistance is known by its corresponding measure of temperature. Potentiometer Type – The change in resistance of a potentiometer reading due to the movement of the slider as a part of an external force applied is known by its corresponding pressure or displacement. b. Capacitance Variation Type Variable Capacitance Pressure Gauge – The change in capacitance due to the change of distance between two parallel plates caused by an external force is known by its corresponding displacement or pressure. Dielectric Gauge – The change in capacitance due to a change in the dielectric is known by its corresponding liquid level or thickness.



 















 



 







Capacitor Microphone – The change in capacitance due to the variation in sound pressure on a movable diagram is known by its corresponding sound. c. Inductance Variation Type Eddy Current Transducer – The change in inductance of a coil due to the proximity of an eddy current plate is known by its corresponding displacement or thickness. Variable Reluctance Type – The variation in reluctance of a magnetic circuit that occurs due to the change in position of the iron core or coil is known by its corresponding displacement or pressure. Proximity Inductance Type – The inductance change of an alternating current excited coil due to the change in the magnetic circuit is known by its corresponding pressure or displacement. Differential Transformer – The change in differential voltage of 2 secondary windings of a transformer because of the change in position of the magnetic core is known by its corresponding force, pressure or displacement. Magnetostrictive Transducer – The change in magnetic properties due to change in pressure and stress is known by its corresponding sound value, pressure or force.
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d. Voltage and Current Type Photo-emissive Cell – Electron emission due to light incidence on photo-emissive surface is known by its corresponding light flux value. Hall Effect – The voltage generated due to magnetic flux across a semi-conductor plate with a movement of current through it is known by its corresponding value of magnetic flux or current. Ionisation Chamber – The electron flow variation due to the ionisation of gas caused by radioactive radiation is known by its corresponding radiation value. 2. Active Type Photo-voltaic Cell – The voltage change that occurs across the p-n junction due to light radiation is known by its corresponding solar cell value or light intensity. Thermopile – The voltage change developed across a junction of two dissimilar metals is known by its corresponding value of temperature, heat or flow. Piezoelectric Type – When an external force is applied on to a quartz crystal, there will be a change in the voltage generated across the surface. This change is measured by its corresponding value of sound or vibration. Moving Coil Type – The change in voltage generated in a magnetic field can be measured using its corresponding value of vibration or velocity.
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4.How are the strain gauge used for pressure measurements? [N/D-13]
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THERMISTOR • Thermistor is a contraction of a term “thermal resistor”. • Thermistor are temperature dependent resistors. They are made of semiconductor material which have negative temperature coefficient of resistivity i.e. their resistance decreases with increase of temperature. • Thermistor are widely used in application which involve measurement in the range of 060º Thermistor are composed of sintered mixture of metallic oxides such as magnese, nickle, cobalt, copper, iron and uranium



• The thermistor may be in the form of beads, rods and discs. The thermistor provide a large change in resistance for small change in temperature. In some cases the resistance of themistor at room temperature may decreases as much as 6% for each 1ºC rise in temperature.
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RESISTANCE THERMOMETERS Resistance thermometers, also called resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), are sensors used to measure temperature by correlating the resistance of the RTD element with temperature. Most RTD elements consist of a length of fine coiled wire wrapped around a ceramic or glass core. The element is usually quite fragile, so it is often placed inside a sheathed probe to protect it. The RTD element is made from a pure material, typically platinum, nickel or copper. The material has a predictable change in resistance as the temperature changes and it is this predictable change that is used to determine temperature. VARIABLE-INDUCTANCE TRANSDUCERS •



An inductive electromechanical transducer is a transducer which converts the physical motion into the change in inductance. • Inductive transducers are mainly used for displacement measurement • The inductive transducers are of the self generating or the passive type. The self generating inductive transducers use the basic generator principle i.e. the motion between a conductor and magnetic field induces a voltage in the conductor. • The variable inductance transducers work on the following principles. • Variation in self inductance • Variation in mutual inductance 5.Explain the construction and working principle of LVDT [A/M-14] LINEAR VARIABLE DIFFERENTIAL TRANSFORMER(LVDT) • AN LVDT transducer comprises a coil former on to which three coils are wound. • The primary coil is excited with an AC current, the secondary coils are wound such that when a ferrite core is in the central linear position, an equal voltage is induced in to each coil. The secondary are connected in opposite so that in the central position the outputs of the secondary cancels each other out
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• •



•



•



•



The excitation is applied to the primary winding and the armature assists the induction of current in to secondary coils. When the core is exactly at the center of the coil then the flux linked to both the secondary winding will be equal. Due to equal flux linkage the secondary induced voltages (eo1 & eo2) are equal but they have opposite polarities. Output voltage eo is therefore zero. This position is called “null position” PIEZO ELECTRIC TRANSDUCER A piezoelectric transducer is a device that transforms one type of energy to another by taking advantage of the piezoelectric properties of certain crystals or other materials. When a piezoelectric material is subjected to stress or force, it generates an electrical potential or voltage proportional to the magnitude of the force. This makes this type of transducer ideal as a converter of mechanical energy or force into electric potential. The high sensitivity of piezoelectric transducers makes them useful in microphones, where they convert sound pressure into electric voltage, in precision balances, in accelerometers and motion detectors, and as generators and detectors of ultrasound. They are also used in non-destructive testing, in the generation of high voltages, and in many other applications requiring the precise sensing of motion or force. The piezoelectric effect also works in reverse, in that a voltage applied to a piezoelectric material will cause that material to bend, stretch, or otherwise deform. This deformation is usually very slight and proportional to the voltage applied, and so the reverse effect offers a method of precision movement on the micro scale. A transducer may, therefore, be used as an actuator for the exact adjustment of fine optical instruments, lasers, and atomic force microscopes.
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EE6352 - ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND INSTRUMENTATION



UNIT V ANALOG AND DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS 1.Explain



the working of ramp type digital voltmeter



Digital Voltmeter (DVM) It is a device used for measuring the magnitude of DC voltages. AC voltages can be measured after rectification and conversion to DC forms. DC/AC currents can be measured by passing them through a known resistance (internally or externally connected) and determining the voltage developed across the resistance (V=IxR). The result of the measurement is displayed on a digital readout in numeric form as in the case of the counters. Most DVMs use the principle of time period measurement. Hence, the voltage is converted into a time interval “t” first. No frequency division is involved. Input range selection automatically changes the position of the decimal point on the display. The unit of measure is also highlighted in most devices to simplify the reading and annotation. The block diagram shown below illustrates the principle of operation of a digital voltmeter. It is composed of an amplifier/attenuator, an analog to digital converter, storage, display and timing
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circuits. There is also a power supply to provide the electrical power to run electronic components. The circuit components except the analog to digital converter circuits are similar to the ones used in electronic counters. The input range selection can be manually switched between ranges to get most accurate reading or it can be auto ranging that switches between ranges automatically for best reading.



Fig. 5.1 DVM Block Diagram (i) Ramp type Digital Voltmeter Functional block diagram of a positive ramp type DVM is shown below. It has two major sections as the voltage to time conversion unit and time measurement unit. The conversion unit has a ramp generator that operates under the control of the sample rate oscillator, two comparators and a gate control circuitry. The internally generated ramp voltage is applied to two comparators. The first comparator compares the ramp voltage into the input signal and produces a pulse output as the coincidence is achieved (as the ramp voltage becomes larger than the input voltage). The second comparator compares the ramp to the ground voltage (0 volt) and produces an output pulse at the coincidence. The input voltage to the first comparator must be between Vm. The ranging and attenuation section scales the DC input voltage so that it will be within the dynamic range. The decimal point in the output display automatically positioned by the ranging circuits.



Fig. 5.2 Ramp type Digital Voltmeter
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Block Diagram of Ramp Type (Single Slope) DVM



(ii) Dual slope integrating type Digital Voltmeter The ramp type DVM (single slope) is very simple yet has several drawbacks. The major limitation is the sensitivity of the output to system components and clock. The dual slope techniques eliminate the sensitivities and hence the mostly implemented approach in DVMs. The operation of the integrator and its output waveform are shown below.



Fig. 5.3 Integrator and output waveforms The integrator works in two phases as charging and discharging. In phase-1, the switch connects the input of the integrator to the unknown input voltage (Vin) for a predetermined time T and the integrator capacitor C charges through the input resistor R. The block diagram of the dual-slope type DVM is below. The figure illustrates the effects of the input voltage on charging and discharging phases of the converter. The total conversion time is the sum of the charging and discharging times. Yet, only the discharging time is used for the measurement and it is independent of the system components R and C, and the clock frequency.



Fig. 5.4 Dual-Slope Type DVM
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2.



Explain the construction and working of digital multimeter with all the self diagnostic features.



Introduction It is a common & important laboratory instrument. It is used to measure AC/DC voltage, AC/DC current and resistance with digital display. It gives digital display, which is very accurate. It has an advantage of very high input resistance. It also provides over ranging indicator. How digital multimeter works? The block diagram of DMM is given below. The working of each block to measure different types of electrical quantities is as follows. How to measure resistance? Connect an unknown resistor across its input probes. Keep rotary switch in the position-1 (refer block diagram below). The proportional current flows through the resistor, from constant current source. According to Ohm’s law voltage is produced across it. This voltage is directly proportional to its resistance. This voltage is buffered and fed to A-D converter, to get digital display in Ohms.



Fig. 5.5 DMM Block diagram of DMM How to measure AC voltage? Connect an unknown AC voltage across the input probes. Keep rotary switch in position-2. The voltage is attenuated, if it is above the selected range and then rectified to convert it into proportional DC voltage. It is then fed to A-D converter to get the digital display in Volts.
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How to measure AC current? Current is indirectly measured by converting it into proportional voltage. Connect an unknown AC current across input probes. Keep the switch in position-3. The current is converted into voltage proportionally with the help of I-V converter and then rectified. Now the voltage in terms of AC current is fed to A-D converter to get digital display in Amperes. How to measure DC current? The DC current is also measured indirectly. Connect an unknown DC current across input probes. Keep the switch in position-4. The current is converted into voltage proportionally with the help of I-V converter. Now the voltage in terms of DC current is fed to A-D converter to get the digital display in Amperes. How to measure DC voltage? Connect an unknown DC voltage across input probes. Keep the switch in position-5. The voltage is attenuated, if it is above the selected range and then directly fed to A-D converter to get the digital display in Volts.



3. With neat diagram explain the operation of oscilloscope. Oscilloscopes also come in analog and digital types. An analog oscilloscope works by directly applying a voltage being measured to an electron beam moving across the oscilloscope screen. The voltage deflects the beam up and down proportionally, tracing the waveform on the screen. This gives an immediate picture of the waveform as described in previous sections. In contrast, a digital oscilloscope samples the waveform and uses an analog-to-digital converter (or ADC) to convert the voltage being measured into digital information. It then uses this digital information to reconstruct the waveform on the screen For many applications either an analog or digital oscilloscope will do. However, each type does possess some unique characteristics making it more or less suitable for specific tasks. People often prefer analog oscilloscopes when it is important to display rapidly varying signals in "real time" (or as they occur). Digital oscilloscopes allow us to capture and view events that may happen only once. They can process the digital waveform data or send the data to a computer for processing. Also, they can store the digital waveform data for later viewing and printing. Necessity for DSO and its Advantages If an object passes in front of our eyes more than about 24 times a second over the same trajectory, we cannot follow the trace of the object and we will see the trajectory as a continuous line of action. Hence, the trajectory is stored in our physiological system. This principle is used in obtaining a stationary trace needed to study waveforms in conventional oscilloscopes. This is however, is not possible for slowly varying signals and transients that occur once and then disappear. Storage oscilloscopes have been developed for this purpose.
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Digital storage oscilloscopes came to existence in 1971 and developed a lot since then. They provide a superior method of trace storage. The waveform to be stored is digitized, stored in a digital memory, and retrieved for displayed on the storage oscilloscope. The stored waveform is continuously displayed by repeatedly scanning the stored waveform. The digitized waveform can be further analyzed by either the oscilloscope or by loading the content of the memory into a computer. They can present waveforms before, during and after trigger. They provide markers, called the cursors, to help the user in measurements in annotation (detailing) of the measured values. Principles of Operation A simplified block diagram of a digital storage oscilloscope is shown below. The input circuitry of the DSO and probes used for the measurement are the same as the conventional oscilloscopes. The input is attenuated and amplified with the input amplifiers as in any oscilloscope. This is done to scale the input signal so that the dynamic range of the A/D converter can be utilized maximally. Many DSOs can also operate in a conventional mode, bypassing the digitizing and storing features. The output of the input amplifier drives the trigger circuit that provides signal to the control logic. It is also sampled under the control of the control logic. The sample and hold circuit takes the sample and stores it as a charge on a capacitor. Hence, the value of the signal is kept constant during the analog to digital conversion. The analog to digital converter (A/D) generates a binary code related to the magnitude of the sampled signal. The speed of the A/D converter is important and “flash” converters are mostly used. The binary code from the A/D converter is stored in the memory. The memory consists of a bank of random access memory (RAM) integrated circuits (ICs).



Fig. 5.6 Digital Storage Oscilloscope
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Block diagram of a digital storage oscilloscope The Time-Base Circuit The control logic generates a clock signal applied to the binary counter. The counter accumulates pulses and produces a binary output code that delivered to a digital to analog (D/A) converter to generate the ramp signal applied to the horizontal deflection amplifier. The horizontal deflection plates are supplied with this ramp signal to let the electron to travel across the screen horizontally at a constant speed. The speed of the transition of electron depends upon the slope of the ramp that is controlled by the clock rate. The capacity of the counter is taken to have the maximum number accumulated corresponding to the rightmost position on the screen. With the next clock pulse, the binary output of the counter drops to all zeros yielding the termination of the ramp. The Displayed Signal Meanwhile, the data currently in the store is read out sequentially and the samples pass to the second D/A converter. There they are reconstructed into a series of discrete voltage levels forming a stepwise approximation of the original waveform. This is fed to the vertical deflection plates via the vertical deflection amplifier. For a multi-trace oscilloscope, each channel has the same circuitry and outputs of the D/A converters are combined in the vertical deflection amplifier. The delay line used in conventional oscilloscopes for synchronization is not needed in digital storage oscilloscopes since this function can be easily handled by the control logic. The read out and display of samples constituting the stored waveform need not occur at the same sample rate that was used to acquire the waveform in the first place. It is sufficient to use a display sample rate adequate to ensure that each and every trace displayed is rewritten fifty or more times a second to prevent the flicker of the display. Eventually, the time interval of the signal on the display is not Td of the input signal. Assume that we have a sampling rate of 1000 samples per second and we use 1000 samples for the display. The time referred to the input signal is Td = 1 second and it takes 1 second for the DSO to store the information into the memory. Writing to the memory and reading from the memory are independent activities. Once the information is stored, it can be read at any rate. . Current Trends The DSOs can work at low sweep rates allowing utilization of cheaper CRTs with wider screen and deflection yoke (coils that provide magnetic field instead of electrical field produced by the deflection plates). In some current DSOs, even liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are used with television like scanning techniques. This allows the development of hand-held and battery operated instruments. Some of these techniques will be dealt with in the section for display technologies.



Content Signal



Analog Analog signal is a continuous signal which represents physical measurements.



Digital Digital signals are discrete time signals generated by digital modulation.
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Waves



Denoted by sine waves



Example



Human voice in air, analog electronic devices. Uses continuous range of values to represent information Analog hardware is not flexible.



Representation Flexibility Uses



Applications



Denoted by square waves



Computers, CDs, DVDs, and other digital electronic devices. Uses discrete or discontinuous values to represent information Digital hardware is flexible in implementation. Can be used in analog devices Best suited for Computing and digital only. Best suited for audio andelectronics. video transmission. Thermometer PCs, PDAs



Bandwidth



Analog signal processing can be done in real time and Consumes less bandwidth.



Memory



Cost



Stored in the form of wave signal Analog instrument draws large power Low cost and portable



Impedance



Low



Errors



Analog instruments usually have Digital instruments are free from a scale which is cramped at lower observational errors like parallax and end and give considerable approximation errors. observational errors.



Power



There is no guarantee that digital signal processing can be done in real time and consumes more bandwidth to carry out the same information Stored in the form of binary bit Digital instrument draws only negligible power Cost is high and not easily portable High order of 100 mega ohm



4. Derive the bridge balance equation of wheatstone bridge It is suitable for moderate resistance values: 1 ohm to 10 M ohm. Balanced condition, no potential difference across the galvanometer (there is no current through the galvanometer).



Fig. 5.7 Wheat Stone Bridge
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5. How is low resistance measured using kelvin double bridge?



It is suitable for moderate resistance values: 1 ohm to 0.00001 ohm.



Fig. 5.8 Kelvin’s Double Bridge
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6.Derive



the bridge balance equation for schering bridge



Definition Schering Bridge is a bridge circuit used for measuring an unknown electrical capacitance and its dissipation factor. The dissipation factor of a capacitor is the ratio of its resistance to its capacitive reactance. The Schering Bridge is basically a four arm alternating-current (AC) bridge circuit whose measurement depends on balancing the loads on its arms.



Fig. 5.10 Schering Bridge Explanation  In the Schering Bridge above, the resistance values of resistors R1 and R2 are known, while the resistance value of resistor R3 is unknown.  The capacitance values of C1 and C2 are also known, while the capacitance of C3 is the value being measured.  To measure R3 and C3, the values of C2 and R2 are fixed, while the values of R1 and C1 are adjusted until the current through the ammeter between points A and B becomes zero.  This happens when the voltages at points A and B are equal, in which case the bridge is said to be 'balanced'.
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 When the bridge is balanced, Z1/C2 = R2/Z3, where Z1 is the impedance of R1 in parallel with C1 and Z3 is the impedance of R3 in series with C3.  In an AC circuit that has a capacitor, the capacitor contributes a capacitive reactance to the impedance.  Z1 = R1/[2πfC1((1/2πfC1) + R1)] = R1/(1 + 2πfC1R1) while Z3 =1/2πfC3 + R3. 2πfC2R1/ (1+2πfC1R1) = R2/(1/2πfC3 + R3); or 2πfC2 (1/2πfC3 + R3) = (R2/R1) (1+2πfC1R1); or  C2/C3 + 2πfC2R3 = R2/R1 + 2πfC1R2.  When the bridge is balanced, the negative and positive reactive components are equal and cancel out, so 2πfC2R3 = 2πfC1R2 or R3 = C1R2 / C2.  Similarly, when the bridge is balanced, the purely resistive components are equal, so C2/C3 = R2/R1 or C3 = R1C2 / R2.  Note that the balancing of a Schering Bridge is independent of frequency. Advantages:  Balance equation is independent of frequency  Used for measuring the insulating properties of electrical cables and equipments
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